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aim

across a landscape, given limited budget: where to 
allocate conservation and restoration effort?
maximum efficiency -> healthy environment and 
minimum impact on stakeholders



traditional conservation planning

often conservation plans are based on richness or 
endemism
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why not use richness/scoring systems?

unit

D 3

E 4

rich

A 5

B 5

C 3

aim: protect all native fish taxa using least effort



why not use richness/scoring systems?

unit

x

x

rich

A x x x x 5

B x x x x 5

x

D x x x 3

E x x x x 4

C x x 3

A + B miss 2 taxa
only way: D + E

complementarity

aim: protect all native fish taxa using least effort



why don’t metrics work? 

the cricket team analogy: what happens 
when we use the highest ranked players?
team a: 11 batsmen (scores many runs)

team b: 11 bowlers (prevents opposition 
from scoring)

both teams will lose



lessons from cricket

the whole is larger 
than the sum of its 
parts
whatever you do, 
always state a 
purpose (set targets)

need a team that can 
score high, while 
minimising the 
opposition score



set conservation 
targets 
(species, habitats, 
ecoregions)

optimisation algorithm 
(complementarity-based)

∑∑ +
sitessites

featurescost  

minimum 
set (the 
best plan 
fulfilling all 
targets)

irreplacea-
bility map 
(how important 
is the unit for 
alternative 
plans)

systematic conservation planning

see Margules & Pressey, Nature, 2000



systematic conservation planning

best bang for 
your buck



the 1st adaptation for rivers

P
N

Sedimentgenerally 
gross stuff



solution: restrictions on the reserve 
selection

my approach: in the 
reserve design 
algorithm, only whole 
catchments can be 
considered
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stepwise reserve selection for 
invertebrates in victoria



1000 alternative conservation plans -
map of summed irreplaceability



consider condition and future threats

conservation value

vulnerability

highlow

high

condition

good

priority: protectionpriority: protection

see Linke et al., 2007, Freshwater Biology



irreplaceability

agricultural disturbance gradient



outlook



research

application to environmental 
flow frameworks
more realistic upstream 
catchment rules

link nature of disturbance to 
rules
link investment to nature of 
disturbance

complementarity-based 
integrated catchment
planning



key to widespread use: scientifically 
sound and easy to use software

eWater catchment planning tool



NSW forest agreements – stakeholder 
involvement









conclusions

complementarity-
based planning 
ensures efficiency and 
defensibility
efficiency is important

limited amount of water
land restoration or 
catchment protection is 
expensive

systematic planning 
minimises impact on 
stakeholders while 
maximising outcomes



aquatic conservation biologists –
this prize is for all of us
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